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ABSTRACI‘

Speech synthesis has a long his-
tory. The first scientific attempts date
back to the latter part of the eigh-
teenth century, with Kratzenstein’s
resonators, Mical's talking heads, and
Kempelen’s speaking machine. The
functiomng and results of these devices
are presented, as well as those of two
other .famous machines, Faber’s
Euphonia and, more recently, Dudley’s
Yoder. The second part of the paper
introduces some elements of discuss10n
concerning the magical aspect of
speech, the modelling of the human
speech production system, and the very
concept of a speaking machine.

l - INTRODUCTION

Kempelen was the ei hteencentury inventor of the first Epeakirtilgmachine, the good functioning ofwhich has been testified by numerouscontemporaries. This achievement wasnot due to chance; it was part of theframework of a movement of interestin _the‘ tornc of speech production,whi_ch.itsef was re ated to the widecurios1ty of this time for the unders-tanding and imitation of natural phe-ncfimena. Among the other attemptsw ich appeared afterwards, the mostaccomplished was undoubtably Faber’stiriaabc1131lineseunfortunately ignored pro-cause its author, , 'Kempelen,_ha_d not published auggldkdescribing it in detail. The last spea-which really deserved
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of an era and the beginning of a new
one. _ Today the term "speaking
machine" and the dreams it denotes
are abandoned to the benefit of that,
seemingl more technical or rigourous,
of "speec synthesis".

We shall try, in the followin
paper,‘ to draw the main lines of this
evolution, to show its ruptures and sur-
vrvals and, perhaps, to extract from it
some lessons for the future.

2 - HISTORICAL SURVEY

Kempelen’s idea was not new. It
corresponded to an old dream of
humanity, which had been formulated
as early as antiquity and Middle Ages.
It was felt then that to give speech to
inanimate objects was to give thought.
adivme ift, specific to the human spe-
cies. lVla rig objects speak had a magi-
cal, if not sacrilegious, as ect. Eventoda , .everything relate to theinec anisation of speech retains some
kind of myste ; the domain is intrinsi-
cally s ectacu ar, and the researcher
often _ as to restrain the untimely
enthuSIasm of his contemporaries.

if] - Myths and mystifications [1, 11s

. Several anti ue authors des-
clribe the talking stcaittue of Memnon,
t e_son of dawn in the mythology of
angler}: Egypt. This statue was said to
emit inte ligible speeches, and even
:e‘éen-verse long oracles ! This extra-fit) "13e gxft was. due to the interven-
emIi‘tto dthe egyptian priests; the statue

e only one sound, evoking the

breaking of a string. The phenomenon
happened at sunrise; it ma have been
caused by the dilatation 0 some parts
of the monument because, in the coun-
try in question, the temperature devia-
tions between night and day may be
very great.

Throughout history, there are
man testimonies related to talking
hea s. At Lesbos a speaking hea
attributed to O heus was famous for
having regicte cthe violllent deeäth of
Cyrust e reat, urin is expe ition
against the S hians. ädin, the nordic
magician, ha a talking head which
passed as wise Minos’ head, and which

ave divine answers...The mechanician
erbert of Aurillac, who became po e

at the turn of the first millenaiy un er
the name of Sylvester the Second, was
supposed to have built a talking head
of brass, which said the words "yes" and
"no". Monk Albert, who became for
posteri Albert the Great (thirteenth
century; was reported to have build a
head 0 baked clay, which spoke and
moved. This masterpiece had such a
sacrilegious character that Thomas
Aquinas broke it into pieces...

It is useless to lengthen the list
of exam les. Most of those heads are a
matter or legends. If however some of
them seem to have existed, they pro-
bably worked with concealed pipes, or
through the ventriloquist ta ents of
their authors.

2.2 - The beginning of a scientific
approach

Since the seventeenth century it
has been possible to observe the matu-
ration of ideas concerning the mecha-
nism of speech production. The preoc-
cupations then were of a philosophical
and anatomical order. An alchemist,
Van Helmont, imagined in 1668 a
theory according to which the letter
shapes of the Hebrew a1 habet would
represent the ositions o the tongue in
the mouth... e same year, a less fan-
c1ful study was performed b Wilkins,
who defined for each speec sound a
corresponding arrangement of the
vocal organs. Debates on the nature of
the voice producing organ arrived in
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the eighteenth century at the notion of
vocal cords, due to Fer-rein. Finally, in
1779, the Academy of Sciences of St
Petersburg proposes as the topic of its
annual contest the following questions:

a2 What are the nature and cha-
racter o the sounds of the vowels A E
I O U (probably /a e i o u/), so diffe-
rent one from another ?

b) Can an instrument be
constructed like the vox humana pipes
of the organ, which shall accurately
express the sounds of the vowels ?

At that time three researchers -
Kratzenstein, Mical and Kempelen -
had already obtained some results. But
they did not know each other and,
ap arentl , only Kratzenstein presen-
te a re ization at the Academy. He
was the one who won the prize.

Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein
was a professor of physiology at
Copenha en. He resented five reso-
nators, 0 which e internal volumes
and openings corres onded to those of
the mouth during t e emission of the
requested vowels. They were ad'usted
on a windchest and modifie the
timbre furnished by a free reed, except
for the resonator roducing the sound
I, which received e airflow directly.

In 1778 Abbot Mical, a
Frenchman who had a passion for
mechanics, had built a talking head
which could articulate a long sentence.
Forced into the public eye by a friend’s
indiscretion, be destroyed his machine.
But this inventor, modest as well as
nick-tern cred, started again and at

t e Frenc Academy of Seiences in
1783, he presented a machine made of
two talkin heads, which pronounced
the two fol owing sentences in the form
of a dialog:

- first head: "Le Roi a done la
Paix a l’Europe" ('The King has given
Peace to Europe"),

- second head: "La Paix cou-
ronne le Roi de Gloire') (“Peace
crowns the King with Glory").



The committee put in charge of
examining the machine was composed
of distinguished scholars [3]. It worked
out a long re rt in which, unfortuna-
tel , was no iagram. Here is a part of
it giranslated from [3]):

"... These two sentences are not
clearly pronounced in all of their parts,
especially the last one. This is mainly
due to the act that the basis of the voice
produced y this machine greatly differs
from a human voice; that, since some
syllables result from the combination of
several sounds, their joining does not
occur with all the possibleprecision; and
also that the pronunciation of several
consonants needs to be perfected... One
can consider it as made of two ditfferent
parts:

a) A wind chamber, in which a
bellows brings the air and om which
this fluid escapes when di erent valves
are raised The air is then directed by
ducts towards the cavities, where it is
modified, and where it becomes sono-
raus.

b)_ A cylinder which moves levers,
and which gives them the necessary
impetus, either to raise the valves at the
appropriate moment or to give the cavi-
ties where the sound modifies itself the
.tshape’s required by its diverse modifica-
tons.

From the description iven in
the report it follows that eac of the
resonators is fitted with its own reed,
which probably explains some of the
difficulties encountered in the strin ing
together of successive speech soun 5.

Despite the flattering terms of
the prerecorded sentences, the King
did not express interest in Mical’s
machine. The inventor became impo-
verished and died in 1789.

2.3 - Kem elen’s a h'12,13, 14]p m c me [5’ 10’ 11’
Wolf ang von Kem ele anobleman ’ving at the gout? ofAustria-Hungarfi, was born in 1734 inPresburg (now ratislava) and died inVienna in 1804. He was an or aniserand inventor of cat talent. e wasthe deSigner o the fountains of
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Schoenbrunn palace, as well as of the
plans of the royal castle of Buda. He
was the organiser of a wool factory in
south Hungary. But above all he was
the author of two renowned machines:
the chessplaying automaton, which was
immortalized by Edgar Allen Poe in a
famous novel, and the Speaking
Machine. Kempelen never claimed the
chesstfilayer to be a real automaton,
but e trickery was so perfect that
nobody was ever able to fault it. As for
the s aking machine, it resulted from
two ecades of scientific investigations.

In his book [13 , Kempelen pre-
sents at length his t eory of speech
production. Only the last chapter is
devoted to the machine: in his mind
the two are intimately related. His first
trials date back to 1769. With a
variable volume resonator and a bag-
pipe reed he succeeds in imitating the
sound of some vowels. Then he makes
several resonators producing the
vowels /a/, /o/, /u/, as well as others
in two articulated Farts, producing the
consonants /p/, / /, /m/. These ele-
ments, fixed on an ogan windchest and
put into. action by a set of keys, consti-
tute his first machine which is
presently at the Vienna museum. But it
is.a failure. The sounds do not connect
With each other, and the emission of
the vowels is preceded by a sort of
explosron whic does not resemble a
speech sound. Thus he gives up the
result of two years of work, which
probably exhibit the same kind of
defects as those observed in Mical’s
machine, and resolutely ado ts an
anthropomogihic design: since ature
has provide us with a single glottis
and a_ smgle mouth, it must be the
same in a speaking machine.

. The final machine, as described
in the book, is comgosed of a bellows,
a free reed, a wind ox, a rubber openresonator and two openings, whichplay the part of the lungs, the vocal
cords, the pharynx, the mouth and the
nostrils (Fig 1). The 0 erator’s right
elbow rests. on the bel ows and pro-duces the air pressure. The right hand
is busy With the different levers andopemngs on the top of the windbox,while t e left hand more or less closes

up the "mouth", the whole constituting
an adjustable resonator. The reed
length is fixed using a iece of wire, in
order to produce a big pitched voice,
attributable to a child.

levers
nostrils reed bellows |

A 5,8.e I
Fwd—l 5 ;__/’::_/_:

bipass vgl/‚wSHwhistlewhistle

mouthpiece auxiliary bellows

Fig 1 - fimctional diagram of
Kempelen’s machine

In order to pronounce /m/ and
(n/ the mouth is closed up by the left

and and the sound escapes throu h
one nostril (for /m/) or both (for /n ).
This arran ement permits a smooth
connexion tween those consonants
and the following sounds.

The phoneme /r/ is produced
by creating some irregularities in the
functioning of the reed: b depressing
a key a brass needle is rought into
contact with the reed during its vibra-
tion. The needle rebounds against a
wooden stopper, which limits its
course. This produces a scra ing noise,
the duration and intensity 0 which are
adjusted by the operator according to
the depression of the key.

The phoneme /1/ is roduced
by a uick movement of the eft hand;
two ingers are introduced into the
mouth until the reed canal is artly
closed up, so as to divide the ai ow in
two for a short time.

The phoneme /p/, and the
other unvoiced plosives, are roduced
by closing u the mouth an nostrils,
then by rapi 1y removing the left hand,
which goes into the position necessary
for the next vowel. In order to prevent
any vibration of the reed during the
occlusion Kempelen found it necessary
to balance the pressures using a nar-
row pipe, which acts as a bypass of the
reed canal. In addition, a small bellows
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located under the glottis increases the
efficiency of the compression and
contributes to a better restitution of
the burst. The voiced plosives are pro-
duced in the same manner, with an
extra airflow through one slightly
uncovered nostril, so as to allow the
reed to continue its vibration during
the occlusion.

The fricatives /s/ and /J'/ are
produced in accessory whistles located
on both sides of the windbox, ut into
action b two valves contro led by
levers. Tlle phoneme /f/ is roduced
very sim ly by the unavoidab e airflow
losses w ich subsist when the mouth is
closed up and the air pressure increa-
sed. The aspirated /h/ is obtained with
the mouth open and a pressure low
enough not to make the reed vibrate.

At the time of the demonstra-
tions, the machine was covered with a
small wooden box with two opemngs
through which the operator could pass
his hands. The top of the box was
made of fabric. According to
Kempelen the purpose of the box was
to rotect the machine from dust as
we] as to rovide a passage for the
sound. It might also have had the pur-
pose of surrounding the machine with
mystery, as was usual at that time,
unless it was intended to prevent _any
imitator from copying its mechanism.
The inventor describes his results in
the following way (translated from

[13]):

"... Although imperfect, it at least
gives some good principles for des1gning
a more perfect one. Finally I have
brought it to the point where I can make
itpronounce at thefirst trial and Without
any exception all of the Latin, French
and Italian words that are proposed to

me, some, it is true, better than the

others, but at least several hundred

words clearly and distinctly. For ins-

tance: Papa, Maman, Marianna, Roma,

Maladie, Santé, Astronomie, Anatomie,

Chapeau, Racine, Soupef, Charmante,

Opéra, Comédie, Pantomime, as well as

long and difficult words such_ as

Constantinopolis, Monomotapa, Missis-

sipi, Astrakan, Anastasius, etc... As for

complete sentences, I can only pro-



nounce a few of them, for instance:
Vous étes man ami - Je vous aime de
tout man coeur - Leopoldus Secundus -
Romanorum Imperator; etc... ".

These results were confirmed by
numerous contemporaries. Grimm, the
writer, who saw t e machine in 1783,
testified as follows (translated):

"... As it is today, the machine
already clearly answers several questions;
its voice is pleasant and soft; only the Rs
are pronounced in a guttural way, with a
tedious snoring noise. When one has not
understood its answer, it repeats it again,
but with a tone 0 infantile irritability
and impatience... he pronunciation of
Mr Abbot Mical’s machine is far from
being as distinct as that of Mr
Kempelen is machine... ".

Kempelen’s machine was imita-
ted several times. The co y which is
exposed at the Deutsches useum of
Mumchdoes not fit exactly with the
description given in the book. It has
tvyo extra levers on the top of the
wmdbox, one of which seems to
control the length of the reed, that is
the pitch of the voice. This kind of
improvement might have been worked
out .b 'Kempelen himself after the
publis ing_ of the book. Another
reconstitution was attempted by the
physrcrst 511' Charles Wheatstone, some
Sixty years later [5, 14]. We ourselves
made a reconstitution in order to
check some points [10, 11]. In
particular we could veri that the
vowels_were restituted o y as crude
approxrmations, except for /a/ and
/o/, [the dev1ce permitting only the
creation and variation of a single wide
formant 1n the 1000-2000 Hz region.
Similar observations were made byVan den Broecke. who made a replicaaround the same time [12]. The
consonants require some manual skills,which necessitate a lon "
period. g tralmng

2.4 - Faber’s machine [2, 6, 8, ll]

Kempelen claimed to havemade his machine or th
some master’s hand, 7”who slime?
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articulated
tongue _—

how to raise it to the highest degree of
perfection". Actually his machine was
missing a ton e and teeth, and he had
envisioned e eat improvements
that variable pitch and keyboard
control would have brought.

His real successor was Joseph
Faber, a frofessor of mathematics
born in ienna around 1786, who
could possibly have known Kempelen
direct] . He probably read Kempelen’s
book, ecause his machine comprised
many similarities, as well as some of
the improvements mentioned above.
This machine, called “Euphonia", fini-
shed in 1835, was presented in several
European main eines over a period of
twenty years by Faber himself, then
sold to Barnum, the famous show
director. It appeared a ain in Paris
around 1880, and probaily lies today
as a wreck in the basement of the Paris
School of Medicine.

series of diaphragms

towards the keyboard

upper
jaw

lower
jaw W

towards the keyboard R’s revolving valve

Fig 2 - Faber’s mach' d‘Du Moncel me tagram, after

This machine spoke, with nor-
mal or whispered voice, and sang "Godsavethe Queen" ! It comprised a foot-
mampulated bellows, a ton e, articu-
lated Jaws made of a flexib e material,
and _a set of six diaphragms which
modified for each sound the sha e and
section of the vocal tract (Fig 2 . The
controls were grou ed on a 14-key
keyboard; pressm dbwn each in turn,7:7 could obtain t e following sounds :

. 0.11. i, e. l. r./V/.m. x’s/ itAll At /g/. at. mSimultaneously controlled several
parts, m fixed proportions. In other

words, the control of Euphonia was
practically phonemic in nature, even
though some controls remained phy-
siological or acoustical (nasality, voi-
cing). The phoneme ‚JA, produced by a
modulation of the ai ow, was pro a-
bly more plausible or pleasant than
Kempelen’s. The reed was articulated
in such a way that the vibrating length
could vary so as to control intonation.

One cannot help bein impres-
sed by the accuracy and mo ermty of
the design of this machine. The part
corresponding to the vocal tract was
about 15 centimeters Ion . The rear
portion of the tract was efined by a
set of six sections of variable area and
shape. The front part was defined by
three parameters controlling the posr-
tions of the jaws and tongue, which
evoke the now classical parameters of
openness, aperture and lace of art;-
culation. Considering sue a richness it
is probable that this machine had the
capability of working out realistic for-
mants and transitions from one pho-
neme to the next.

Unfortunately nothing remains
of Euphonia, except some descriptions
which do not come from Faber himself
and as such are necessarily superficial.
It is certain that Euphonia was much
more sophisticated than Kempelen’s
machine.

2.5 - Dudley: the rupture [4, 7]

A century passed before .the
reapparition of a speakin machine,
Whlc marked simultaneous y a change
of technology and a change of design.
In 1937 Homer Dudle and his col-
lea es Riesz and Wat 'ns, engineers
wu the Bell Telephone Com any,
finished out the VODER Oice
DEmonstratoR), which was ex ibited
to a large public in 1939, at the San
Francisco exhibition and at the New
York World’s Fair. Extemall the
Voder looks somewhat like aber’s
machine (an operator playin speech
on a keyboard), but it differs rom it in
two respects. The first one deals with
the physical nature of the vibrating
phenomenon: sound is processed
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random noise
source

relaxation
oscillator I A

through its electrical analog, of which
tele hony has shown the equivalence
as ar as transmission is concerned.
This analogy remains widely used
nowadays, even thong];1 the signals are
processed digitally. e other aspect
concerns the parameters controlled by
the operator, which are strictly related
to the pitch and spectral envelope,
without any reference to the vocal tract
physiology or to phonetics.

The Voder is well enough
known (Fig 3) for us not to spend too
much time on its description. Let us
'ust mention that the operator uses

eys to control the signal amplitudes in
ten spectral bands. Four extra keys and
a pedal are used to control the occlu-
sions and bursts of the plosives, the
voiced/unvoiced feature and the pitch.

£31333?“ impinged

tut, mm,
r": Q“

Fig 3 - Principe of the Vader, after
Dudley

The Voder was so difficult to
operate that the 24 tele hone opera-

tors selected among 32 to demons-

trate the machines had to receive a

year of intensive training. The result

was conclusive, however, and the

operators could effectively lay

intelligible sentences on . t ctr

machines, and even make them smg.

J pitch-
V conm

pednl

The Voder cannot be separated
from the VOCODER _ (VOlce

CODER) presented by tne same

authors at the same time. In the

Vocoder the control signals were

automatically extracted from the ana-

lysis of real speech by means of a fil-

terbank completed by a vorcrng and



pitch analyser. The Vocoder is not a

speaking machine, but a speech com-

pression system. It is motivated by an

economical stake, which will be the

main driving force for speech research

for forty years. Even nowadays the

analysis synthesis paradigm it illus-

trates remains prominent, despite a

change of technology (from analog to

digital) and some new methods of

signal processing.

2.6 - Speech Synthesis today

We shall not present here an

inventory which can be found

elsewhere [7, 9], but only observe that

the term of Speech Synthesis has sub-

stituted that of Speaking Machines.

Speech Synthesis uses di ferent types

0 knowledge according to the nature

of the control parameters. At the

lowest level these parameters are

acoustic (the come or could come

from a sign analysis very similar to

the one implemented in the Vocoder)

or articulatory (they represent the

variables of a simulation of the vocal

tract).

Controlling the synthesis pro-

cess in terms of honetic and prosodic

parameters imp ies another step, in

which the knowledge used, either

explicitly (rules) or implicitly

gegments), is related to the dynamic

nctioning of the vocal apparatus,

partly guided by phonetic considera-

tions. Let us recall here the large body

of work that has been devoted to this

aspect since the early fifties, in which

Dennis Klatt took a major part [9].

‘ Text-To-Speech Synthesis still

requires a third step, mainly of lin is-

tic nature (but not exclusivelyf), w ich

overns the interpretation o a text
into oral terms. inally, one should

mention the Concept-To-Speech
Synthesis, which could reveal itself to

be extremely rich within the next few
years m the context of Man-Machine
Communication, but on which very

little work has been done as yet.

Let us just observe that, after a
twen -year period during which the
speec synthesxs problem was wrongly
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considered as practically solved - a side

effect of the Vocoder paradigm -, a

powerful renewal of interest has now

appeared, at all processing levels. This

is due to many reasons that exceed the

scope of the present paper. In the dis-

cussion which follows we shall get back

to our initial topic concerrung the

Speaking Machines.

3 - WHAT COMES OUT OF THE

SPEAKING MACHINES SAGA

We shall now try to distance

ourselves from this historic evolution,

in order to emphasize some of its

aspects in relation to the contemporary

views on speech processing.

3.1 - The magical aspect of speech

Throughout the early history of

speaking machines the divine or magi-

cal aspect of speech was prominent.

Even the eighteenth century scientific

efforts were not definitely cleared of

any mystification. Is this aspect really

absent from the contemporary speec

research ?

The fact of having a machine

pronounce only words or sentences

nown in advance may look like a kind

of mystification. However it reveals

something which is basic in human

understanding. In everyday life it IS

rare for a message to be totally unpre-

dictable. Even when it is poorly arti-

culated a message can be understood If

it is partially redictable in the Situa-

tion context. onversely, when a spea-

ker knows that his interlocutor can

predict some of the message, he does

not have to take the care of a perfect

articulation. Kempelen had under-

stood that point and made some use of

it: "... One is particularly misled when

one knows in advance the word that the

machine has to say, and when it pro-

nounces it one imagines to have he _

it... ". Let us mention that this effect 15

extremely disturbing when one wor

out rules or patterns in speech synthe-

sis. and that it necessitates the use

objective listening tests, free from any

uncontrolled previsibility, be it PM"

nolo 'cal, lexical, semantic or pragma-

tic. n the other hand. it indicates that

speech thesis could, in some cases,

be thong}: as a predicting and interac-

ting game between the machine

accomplishing a task and the operator

who supervises it.

In the same vein, Kempelen

knew very well that some phonemes

were not correctl pronounced by his

machine (he use to replace / /, /g/,

Ad, /t/ by /p/ or b/)‚ and it was in
ll awareness that e gave it a child's

voice: "... the childish voice of the

machine is always advanta cons to it.

One willingly forgives a chi who some-

times stammen the mistake of using one

letter in place of another, and one satis-

fies oneself of having understood what

he meant... ".

Hiding the active part of the

machine in a box, as well as using some

of the tricks mentioned above, brings

conjuring tricks in mind. But one has

to remember that at that time, today’s

scientific criteria were not strictly defi-

ned. Curiosity, ingenuousness, the

capacity for amazement, were as essen-

tte to progress as the scientific method

in the rigorous sense. The very idea

transmitting speech at a distance or

recording it seemed to be a dream the

poetic notion of "frozen speeches" ad

een formulated by Francois Rabelais

in 1548).

Even today, in the latter part of

the twentieth century, it is not certain

that our research activities in the field

of speech are erceived as being totally

free of somet ing magical. People are

alwa s surprised to car a machine

spe . When they realize that it is

enuine, they tend to ascribe to it

intelligence, lan age, and feelin 5 like

a human’s; whi e it only supe icially

reproduces some of man’s linguistic

abilities. And it is highly si mficant

that the potential users of synthe-

SIS nowadays expect a more ”natura"

voice, although this is not absolutely

necessary in most practical situations.

Also, what makes speech such a fasci-

nating domain of investigation to us,

the rigorous speech scientists of 1990 ?

3.2 - Is it necessary to imitate human

speech production ?

A great debate, opened in the

earliest times of the s eaking

machines, is still going on to ay. On

one side there is the idea that inutating

nature as best as we can must improve

speech synthesis. The degree of imita-

tion is evidently a function of current

knowledge and techniques. In the

Middle ges it was thought that it suf-

ficed to materially imitate a human

head for it to spontaneously produce

speech, and if it did not one added to it

some artifice... Faber illustrates best

the success of this anthro omorphic

view, which manifests itsel today in

the articulatory models. On the other

side are the functional approaches,

according to which it is not the

conforrmty of the model to the original

that counts the most, but the very

result, the function, obtained by using

different materials and techniques.

The Voder is a perfect illustration of

this view, in several respects: direct

modification of the spectrum, ignoring

the vocal tract functioning, an use of

electronics to simulate acoustical phe-

nomena.

We have no intention here of

choosing between these views, each of

which has its own merits and limita-

tions. Obviously] it is impossible to

strictly imitate ature in all respects;

even if one succeeded in reconstituting

a system presenting all the ph sica

and physiological properties 0 the

human apparatus, one would only have

pushed the problem a little farther,

ecause one would have then to build

the equivalent of its nervous control, as

well as the proprioceptive and auditory

organs which allow it to learn and

function. Conversely, any purely

functional approach uickly encoun-

ters some linutations flue to a lack of

knowledge concerning the real vocal

apparatus, which constitutes one of the

possible realizations of the function

that is investigated. It must be

observed that, generally, the two views

complement rather than oppose each

other. In this s irit, Kempelen, after

the failure o his first machine,

succeeded by imitating the human
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speech production more closely. In a
reciprocal spirit some notions which
come from the physiology of speech
roduction, such as the notion of a
ormant and the vocal source/vocal

tract duality, are a great help in the
functional systems as first approxi-
mations or sources of knowledge to be
used in another form.

Let us observe that such a
debate is extremely general and could
concern speech analysis, visual percep-
tion, pattern recognition, artificial
intelligence as well.

3.3 - What sense does it make to play a
speaking machine ?

The notion of a speaking
machine as a "speech instrument", in
the sense of a "musical instrument” was
abandoned after the Voder, to the
benefit of systems using delayed
controls. Interesting questions can be
asked about the causes of this disap-
pearance.

First] , the only use of a "speech
instrument“ IS the demonstration that it
is possible to play it. Mute peo le can
be divided into two groups. l-Por the
first, the difficulty in speaking is due to
an auditory deficiency; replacing their
vocal apparatus by a manual device
does not change anything, inasmuch as
they cannot learn how to control it. For
the second the problem comes from
the poor functiomng of the vocal cords;
an artificial larynx lS sufficient in that
case.

Secondl all the realizations in
the past have s own that it is extremely
difficult to learn how to play such an
instrument, which moreover delivers a
result greatly inferior in quality to the
norma production of any human
being.

Does this mean that the notion
of "speech instrument" is of no interesttoday ? Maybe not, because the inter-
est of s ontaneity, of real-time interac-tion, 0 the individual and expressive
aspects of the voice have been forgot-ten a'httle too quickly. For a speakingmachine to raise some practical inter-
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est its control should be simple to
learn (i.e. it should be phonemic or
syllabic in nature), and some
expressive capabilities should be
available. It should allow for the
generation of several voice timbres, as
well as of non-speech sounds, for
musical or soun engineering pur-
poses.

4 - CONCLUSION

Several s eaking machines have
been built in t e past. For some of
them it is beyond doubt that they wor-
ked satisfactorily for the listeners of
their time. Their inventors had unders-
tood in an empirical wa some of the
structures of speech. empelen had
understood the importance of the pro-
per linking of successive honemes, as
well as the principle of t e separation
between the glottis and the vocal tract,
not to mention some of the perceptual
phenomena related to speech commu-
nication. Faber added to that a much
more sophisticated modelling of the
vocal tract, as well as the successful
realization of a phonemic control using
a keyboard. Dudley demonstrated with
the oder the possibility of reconstruc-
ting speech using electrical signals,
without any reference to the physiology
of the human apparatus, and without
using a phonemic control.

The synthesizers which came
later made it possible to ex eriment
with pre-recorded contro s; the
concept was there in Mical’s talking
heads, but the technology and knOW-
ledge were too primitive to pemlit any
serious investigation at that time. This
evolution is now oriented towards
Text-To-Speech synthesis, under the
Bressure of computer technology.

uring the progress in this direction
some aspects of speech communication
have been ne lected. Spontaneity.
expressivity, flexrbility, interruptibihty,
underlying intelligence and sensitivtty
are expected b potential users of syn-
thetic s eech, because they want it to
mutate uman speech at a deep level.

Making a computer speak is not
the same as playing a speaking

machine. Speaking machines, in the
sense of "speech instruments", have
disappeared, for they lacked the capa-
bility of being easrly played_and of
being useful for something. With them
disappeared the idea of a direct and
instantaneous control b a human ope-
rator, as well as the i ea of feedback
from the listener to the operator, smce
everything has been frozen into the
algorithms. Another aspect which has
also disappeared, due to .the success of
the electrical analogies, is care for the
real physical phenomenon of speech,
which refers to fluid mechamcs: what
synthesizer, what articulatory model,
takes into account the physrcal pheno-
mena created by the arrflow_m the
vocal tract, the role of the saliva, the
directivity of the sound m the three
dimensions of the space ? On'those
points as well as on a few others it may
prove fruitful to adopt once more the
naive attitude of the pionneers.
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